Reseller Service
CAST BRONZE PLAQUES
SALES INFO SHEET

About
Cast Bronze Plaques have a superior ability to withstand the conditions of Australia's harsh weathering elements. They are used widely as
ceremonial plaques, memorial plaques and building signage. Bronze is one of the most durable products known to man. Throughout history,
bronze has been used by generations to commemorate and memorialise.
Cast Bronze plaques have raised lettering on a lower background (opposite style to engraved plaques) the background
is colour filled in a variety of choices. Most people go with the standard dark brown background paint fill.
How to Sell
We have provided you with a wholesale price list and a recommended retail price list.
Use the price list provided as a price guide. If they want other sizes use the next larger size on the price list.
The prices are based on 6 lines of text. There are add on prices for Logos, extra lines of text and studs added to the back of the plaque.
· Production is 4-6 weeks
· JPEG images are fine to use for this process
· Set Up cost of $33.00 per plaque is charged
· Add value add components when needed
Artwork
The foundry will do the artwork, it has to be done in a special way for the process so there is no point in you doing it.
We will send you the proof for sign off. You can of course do a layout the way you want it and they will follow it as close as possible.
How to Order
1. Send us the logo and text required for the job
2. Tell us how big
3. Choose the colour background
4. Sign off on artwork when we send it to you.
Q&A
What Are Cast Bronze plaques Used for?
Opening Ceremony Plaques, Memorial Plaques, Signage, Cut out lettering
How long do cast Bronze Plaques take to make?
Generally we need about 4-6 weeks from sign off of Artwork.
How long do cast Bronze Plaques last?
Bronze plaques last a lifetime, however the plaque will change colour and take on a natural "patina" effect after exposure to the
sun's ultraviolet rays. Bronze will not corrode nor become unreadable once the paint applications lift (as with the majority of all
engraved products). Once Bronze takes on the natural patina effect it simply matures with its colour changing as it ages.
What Colours can be used?
A standard brown background is used in most instances; however coloured (maroon, green, blue, black, white) backgrounds can
also be tailored to suit your requirements. After the linishing (surface sanding) process is completed, the raised sections of the cast
bronze plaque, letters and emblems are left with a striking gold finish.
How do you mount cast bronze plaques?
The best way is to have hidden stubs on the back. 4 metal rods in the back of the plaque. The customer drills 4 holes into the wall
adds some liquid nails into the holes and on the back of the plaque and pushes the plaque studs into the holes.
Is there a minimum font size for Cast Bronze Plaques?
Please note – there are minimum casting requirement for our plaques lowercase font would need to be 24pts minimum with a
kerning of 10 in order to cast properly.
How long will it take to obtain a quote?
Please allow between 1 to 3 business days

CLICK HERE TO REQUEST A QUOTE

Phone: 612 9771 3666

